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In this issue we focus on:
l Crib Notes for the Winter Months

– Tax Returns
– The Financial Service’s Compensation Scheme Investor Protection
– Stamp Duty Surcharge
– Reduced Pension Lifetime Allowance
– HMRC’s Information on 2016 Lifetime Allowance Protection
– Annual Allowance Contributions
– Pension Tax Reliefs

How are those New Year resolutions holding up? They seemed perfectly achievable when we made them, so why
is daily life making it so difficult to keep them going? Better personal organisation was one of my resolutions –
deliberately starting each day with a spot of physical and mental exercise. The physical is a brisk 2 mile walk with
our black labrador, the mental is a few minutes of quiet consideration – and a task list for the day ahead. 

I like lists. I feel organised when I’ve got a list and sort of disorganised if I haven’t. It’s so satisfying to cross off the
completed tasks – especially as the tasks I want to do least have to be tackled first!

So here’s my list for the early months of 2016. It will help me and I hope it may be of some help to you:

l Tax Returns. January is Tax Return time for all of us who can’t bring ourselves to file and pay until a deadline
is in sight. The online completion of the Return isn’t the problem, it’s the assembly of the required information
that takes the time. Don’t delay – get it done!

2016 brings HMRC’s introduction of Personal Tax Accounts – in pursuit of the Governments ambition to
eliminate Tax Returns for the ordinary taxpayer within the term of this Parliament. Personal Tax Accounts will,
we’re told, function like an online bank account, bringing together information about pensions, earnings and
all other income.

By the end of 2016, HMRC expect to have digitised the tax affairs of 10 million individuals – with all remaining
taxpayers being hauled into the net by 2020. The unwritten purpose is of course to enable the Government
to get their hands on our cash with more certainty and more speed – although the official objective is to
provide both HMRC and the taxpayer with a real-time view of tax paid, tax overpaid and tax due!

Read all about it here - https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/making-tax-digital
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l The reduction in the upper limit of the Financial Services Compensation Scheme’s investor
protection. This month has brought in the reduction in the upper limit of the Financial Services Compensation
Scheme’s investor protection. Although the new level of £75,000 is only a small step down from the earlier
£85,000 limit, it’s important to be aware of any ‘shared licence’ arrangements between connected deposit
holding institutions such as HSBC and First Direct. Where these exist, separate Accounts count as one – so
an imagined £150,000 of capital protection is in fact only £75,000. So watch out for these connections. See
our news story on this: http://www.pensionsmanagementltd.co.uk/news/the-financial-services-compensation-
scheme-for-deposits/

Within SSAS’s, every Member Account is treated independently, affording each Member the full £75,000
capital protection against every institutional deposit holding.

l Stamp Duty Surcharge. George Osborne pulled this year’s April Fool’s trick against buy-to-let landlords
and holiday home purchasers. With effect from 1 April the 3% stamp duty surcharge will almost treble the tax
bill on a typical £300,000 second home purchase – hiking the SDLT from £5,000 to a whopping £14,000.
Hand-in-hand with this SDLT increase comes a crackdown on mortgage interest relief, reducing it to basic
rate, over a phasing-in period starting 6th April next year.

l Reduced Pension Lifetime Allowance. The 6th April this year is the introduction day for the reduced
Pension Lifetime Allowance of £1.0 million. Sounds familiar? It should do, pensions are an irresistible target
to Chancellors of the Exchequer. They tinker with them every year, paring away at the tax reliefs and lowering
the ceiling on maximum benefits – whilst all the time squeezing down State Pension and pushing it ever
further away. It’s all a bit of a game!

It was Gordon Brown (remember him?) who, 10 years ago first imposed an upper limit on tax efficient pension
savings. That limit, the ‘Lifetime Allowance’ was set at £1.5 million for all pension savers whose benefits didn’t
already exceed that amount. The limit was then raised each year, to a peak of £1.8 million in 2010/11. Since
then there’s been a series of reversals, pushing Lifetime Allowance down again to the current £1.25 million.
And it’s to go now down again, to £1.0 million on 6 April 2016.

l Lifetime Allowance Protection. We still await HMRC’s technical details on Lifetime Allowance Protection.
Thus far, all we know is that Allowance Protection will be available, in a form similar to that which has applied
in previous years – i.e. Individual Protection and Fixed Protection. We’ve yet to hear of any deadlines – or of
the application process that we expect to apply.

l HMRC’s Information on 2016 Lifetime Allowance Protection. Last month HMRC issued their Newsletter
74 (https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/pension-schemes-newsletter-74-december-2015) providing
information on 2016 Lifetime Allowance Protection. In addition to the continuing availability of protection from
the 2014 Lifetime Allowance reduction, there will be two new protection regimes effective from 6th April 2016
containing similar conditions to the current 2014 fixed protection and individual protection. We shall be issuing
a technical note on this next month.

Lifetime Allowance protection will be important to some – and critical to others because, upon benefit 
uplift, any pension savings that exceed the Lifetime Allowance could be liable to a one-off tax charge of 55%
(if taken as a lump sum) or as 25% income tax surcharge, if taken as an income. 
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It’s therefore important to total the value of your combined pension funds, inclusive of notional values of
undrawn defined benefit scheme entitlements and pensions already in payment, to avoid being caught with
a heavy tax charge in retirement. And it’s not just current values because with Lifetime Allowance remaining
unaltered in real terms, the £1.0 million limit may so easily be breached by future fund performance.

More on this (again) next time.

l Allowable Annual Contributions. This pension screw tightening has also applied to allowable annual
contributions. The Annual Allowance (available as recently as 5 years ago), of £255,000 has now been driven
down to the current £40,000 this year – although careful usage of ‘unused relief’ and ‘pension input periods’
could generate a special, once only contribution opportunity for a much higher amount. Nevertheless the
message is clear, its “use it or lose it” for fully tax relieved lump sum pension contributions – with only 2
months or so to go. 

l Pension Tax Reliefs. The Chancellors Autumn Statement refers to pension tax reliefs as “£50 billion of
Government spending”, not as £50 billion of ‘deferred taxation’ which in truth, is largely what it is! We await
with some trepidation the Chancellors proposals, following his most recent ‘pension consultation’. This year’s
16th March Spring Budget will bring the news.

Geoffrey Stait
15 January 2016
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